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1.O INTRODUCTION

Rt. Hon. Speaker and Hon. Members,

The Mental Health Bill, 2014 was read for the first time on 15ft August 2015.

However, the 9ft Parliament was unable to consider the bill and thus it was

saved. Consequently, on 2l"t July, 2016, the 10ft Parliament reinstated the

bill, and the Committee on Health, in accordance with rule 185(c), commenced

with the consideration and scrutiny.

2.O BACKGROUND TO THE BILL

The current law, 'the Mental Treatment Act, 1964', is outdated and does not

take into account;

a) The discovery of medicines and other treatment interventions that have

revolutionalized the care of persons with mental illnesses

b) The human rights and medical treatment standards of persons suffering

with mental illness.

The overall objective of the Mental Treatment Act, 1964, was to remove persons

with mental illnesses from society and keep them in confinement without

serious consideration for clinical care, medical treatment standards and

human rights of persons suffering with mental illness.

Consequently, the enactment of the Mental Health BiU, 2014' is intended to;

Ensure that persons with mental illness are enabled to seek treatment

voluntarily and to ensure their safety and protection of their rights.

Ensure safety of the people who come into contact with persons with mental

illness and also establish the Mental Health Advisory Board.

Operationalize th.e National Health Policy which identifies mental health

services as an essential aspect of health care. The policy advocates fof.@xr
services at all levels to be integrated into general health care
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and prescribes for the update and enforcement of appropriate laws to
promote mental health.

2.1 OBJECT OF THE BILL

The bill seeks;

a) To provide for care and treatment for persons with mental illnesses at pri-

mary health centers

b) To Provide for the admission in, for treatment and for discharge from, health

units and mental health units, of persons with mental illness

c) To ensure that persons with mental illness are enabled to seek treatment

voluntarily

d) To ensure the safety and protection of their rights and safety of the people

who come into contact with them, and;

e) To establish the Mental Health Advisory Board

Furthermore, the Bill is intended to operationalize the National Health Policy

which identifies mental health services as an essential aspect of health care.

The policy advocates for mental health services at all levels to be integrated into

general health care and prescribes for the update and enforcement of

appropriate laws to promote mental health,"

The purpose of the proposed Mental Health Bill is to bring the care and

management of the people with mental health challenges in line with the

principles of the National Health Policy. The proposed Bill takes into account

the currently available evidence-based approaches of managing mental Health

challenges. The Bill seeks to safeguard the human rights of those who are

affected and will be in line with the International Human Rights Conventions

and Standards. ,b
t
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3.O METHODOLOGY

al During the consideration and scrutiny of 'the Mental Health Bill, 2014', the

Committee met and received memoranda from the following;

1) The Ministry of Health (MOH)

2) Butabika Hospital

3) The Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development

4) Butabika Recovery College

5) Mental Health Uganda

6) Mental Disability Association (MDAC)

7) Uganda AIDS Commission
8) The African Center for Child Mental Health 

i

9) Initiative for Social and Economic Rights (ISER) i

10) The National Council of Traditional Healers and Herbalists Associations
(NACOTHA)

11)

t2l
13)

r4)

1s)

Mr. Kabale Benon Kitafuna

Dr. Stella Nyanzi

Heart Sounds Uganda

Uganda Prisons Service

School of Public Health (Collage of Health Sciences)

b) In addition to the above, the Committee also undertook a Study visit to
Nairobi, Kenya, from 25ft to 31"t March,2018, to bench mark on the best

practices in Mental Health service delivery
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4.O OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the course of scrutiny of the bill, the Committee noted that there were str@ng

views in support of the Bill as well as some areas that require harmonization.

These include;

4.I KEY DEFINITIONS

af Mental illness

The Committee noted that;

There is no agreed upon delinition of the term 'mental illness. Some authors

refer to the term 'mental f//ness as " a uaietg of disorders causinfi seuere

disturbances in thinking, feeling and. relating to otlrcrs. Persons 
"uftlnn, from

mental illness haue a substantially diminislrcd capacitg for coping-up with the

ordinary demands of hfe'.

World Health Organization does not have a definition of mental illness but
defines mental disorders as "a broad range of problems with different sgmptoms

characterized by abnormal thoughts, emotions, behauior, and relationships with
others".

The fifth and most current edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders (DSM-S, American Psychiatric Association) defines a mental

disorder as: "a syndrome characterized by clinically significant disfirbance in an

indiuidual's cognition, emotion regulation, or behauior that reflects a dgsfunction

in the psychological, biological, or deuelopmental processes underlging mental

functioning". Mental disorders are usuallg associated with signif,rcant distress in

social, occupational, or other importarut actiuities. Expectable or atlturally
approued response to a common stressor or loss, such as the death of a loued

one, is not a mental disorder. Socially deuiant behauior (e.9., political, religious,

and. conflicts that are pimarilg between the indiuidual and societg"/6d^'
r-l
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The 1Oft and most current edition of the International Classification of Mental

Disorders (ICD-10, WHO) avoids the complexities of the terms disease or illness

and rather uses mental disorder, defined as: 'the existence of a clinicatly

recognizable set of symptoms or behauior associated in most coses with distress

and with interference uith personal functions. Social deuiance or conJlict alone

utithout personal dysfunction should not be included in mental disorder as

deftned here'.

bf Mental Disability

The Committee noted that;

Most definitions of disability recognize that there must be impairment and

functional limitation. The Collins English Dictionary defines disability as a
general or specific intellectual handicap, resulting directlg or indirectlg

from injury to the brain or from abnormal neurological deuelopment

In Uganda, disability is broadly defined as "a substantial functional limitation of

daily lW actiuities caused bg pltysical, mental or sensory impairment and

enuironmental barriers resulting in limited participation". (Persons with Disabilitg

act 20O6)

(cl Psychiatric Disability

The term psychiatric disability is used when mental illness significantly

interferes with the performance of major life activities, such as learning,

working, and communicating, among others.

To qualify for disability as mental disorder it must: interfere in one's ability to

work in order to provide for themselves financially; significantly reduce one's

capacity to complete tasks of daily living (shopping, self-care, food preparation,

etc.); prevent one from caring for higr-, or herself and/or others

(
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Recommendation

The Committee therefore recommends the use of, Mental lllness as lt ls

the one ln use bg the knoutn lnternqtlonql clcssifcqtlon guldellnes.

4.2 MENTAL HEALTH ILLNESS BURDEN

The Committee was informed that;

Mental Illness is a condition that affects a person'thinking, feeling or mood.

Such conditions may affect someone's ability to relate with others and

functionality. Different people have different experiences, including people with

the same diagnosis (National Alliance on Mental Illness, 2018).

Mental disorders account for l3o/o of the global burden of disease. Uganda has

been ranked among top six countries in Africa with the highest cases of mental

disorder- according to World Health Organization (WHO). The Uganda National

Health Survey (2OOS 12006) estimated that 7o/o of all households in Uganda

have a disability, and of these, 58% had at least one family member with

mental illness.

There are common mental disorders (eg depression, anxiety, and alcohol use

disorders among others) and severe mental illnesses (eg bipolar disorders,

psychosis and epilepsy).The latest WHO report (2006) indicates that at least

7.4o/o Ugandans suffer from common mental illnesses, particularly depression,

anxiety and alcohol use disorders. At the health facility level WHO estirnates

that at least 33%o attend for a mood disorder such as depression. The number

could be higher because many victims stay in the villages without care. It is
estimated that the treatment gap for mental disorders (defined a$ the

proportion of those that get treatment to the total that need it) Uganda is 85%

meanlng t only l5o/o of those,with mental ill health that need care, do gpt it.
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Ironically, there are no reliable national estimates for the prevalence of the

severe mental disorders but there is evidence that attendance in mental health

OPD clinics of such disorders is on the rise. The rise in mental disorders is due

to factors such as poverty, prevalent infections particularly HIV-AIDS, rising

burden of chronic diseases such as cancer and diabetes, effects of civil war or

insurgency, and the growing problem of alcohol and substance use disorders.

For instance, previous studies in Uganda have put the prevalence of Bipolar

disorder at 3oh of the total Ugandan population while epilepsy has been

estimated at 3o/o in the community and l7%o in health facility attendances

(WHO-AIMS Report on Mental Heolth System in Uganda, WHO and Ministry of Health,

Kampala, Uganda, 2006)

Observation

While mental illnesses are on the rise in Uganda, lack of or very little statistical

data on the national prevalence of various mental illnesses in the country is

not helping the situation.

Recommendation

The Mtntstry of health should conslder carrylng out mental hea,lth

surueg qnd lntegrate Mental Health Senl,ce data lnto the Natlonql
Health plannlng.

4.3 PSYCHIATRIC CARE FOR MENTAL ILLNESS

The Committee learnt that;

The mental health services are still significantly underfunded (with only 1% of

the health ture going to mental health), and skewed towards urban

ah
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There were 1.4 community based inpatient beds per 100,000 persons, by 2005.

These are beds in the regional referral mental health units. These beds are now

much fewer (0.9 beds/ 100000 population) since the beds have not increased

but the population has grown to nearly 40 million.

The mental Hospital also houses 116 forensic beds but there are hardly

mentally ill offenders admitted there. This is because it is not secure enough

for such patients. As a result these patients continue to be kept in prisons

around the country. There are no forensic beds elsewhere in the country.

There are 13 Regional Referral Mental health Units and one National mental

Hospital with 550 beds. However, the bed occupancy is 150% indicating a5Oo/o

rate of extra cases. The National mental hospital has a few specialized units.

There are 30 beds in the children and adolescent health unit, dedicated to the

children and adolescents with mental illness in the country since there are no

specific services dedicated to the children with mental illness in other regions

in the country.

Thirty of the beds at the mental hospital are dedicated to alcohol and drugs

rehabilitation services. There no other beds in the country dedicated for this
purpose. A few beds are available in the private hospitals but the number has

not been established. Much of the country has no access to specialized mental

health services such as child and adolescent and alcohol and drug

rehabilitation services. Of necessit5r, some specialized care may need to be

residential, whether public or private.

Obsenration

The Committee observed that

The 30 beds available for these specialized services (children and adolescents)

at the national referral hospital are not adequate to serve the entire country.

N;A,V
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The procedure for admitting and discharging persons with mental disorders is

not feasible in the present context where the numbers are quite big.

The Bill should provide for sensitizing the public about the causes of mental

illness the methods of prevention of mental illness.

The idea of treating people at the primary health care level is very progressive

There is need to address child psychiatry which is a growing discipline.

Recommendation

The Commlttee recommends thqt Goaernment should;

a) Establish a frameutork for extendlng Mentq,l Health cqre

reglonal and Prlmary Health Centres.

to

b) Dncourage the Priaate sector to partlctpate ln mentq,l heatth cqre

settices.

4.4 ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS

The Committee noted that;

Alternative healers provide an alternative system of care for the mentally ill.

They are a culturally accepted resource in communities. Mental illnesses are a

common reason to visit traditional healers and religious leaders as an

alternative.

Abbo and others in their study (2009) found that majority (65.

that visited traditional healers had psychological distress. Of th
) of people

ill health,

nearly 3Oo/o had severe mental illness (bipolar disorder or schizophrenia),

14.60/o had the more common mental disorders (depression and anxiety) while

suicidality. (

\-)
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Observation

The Committee observed that;

While these traditional healers and religious leaders are accepted and widely

used by communities, there is no legal framework to regulate their activities

and at times they may cause harm and delay in seeking effective evidence

based treatments in health facilities even for patients with severe ntrental

disorders and suicide.

Recommendation

Thts matter wlll be concluslvelg dealt uttth ln the Indlgenous and
Compllmentary Medlclne Blll, 2075, uthlch ls belore Pqrllqment.

4. 5 STIGMA AND MENTAL ILLNESS

The Committee noted that;

The stigma surrounding mental health and its treatment is one of the greatest

barriers to mental healthcare. It causes discrimination, deprivation and

exclusion of individuals and reduces access to care by individuals who need it
the most. Despite the high prevalence of mental illness in Uganda, previous

studies in Uganda have consistently demonstrated that stigmatizing of the

mentally ill is still highly prevalent and not only by the general populatioh but

also by health providers.

According to Dr. Mutamba of Butabika Hospital in 2005 indicated that the

hospital had 34.6oh of patients in the out patients department and 42.5 %o of

those in the in patients felt stigmatized, indicating that local beliefs were the

major cause of mental lness. One such belief is that mental illness is

con
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Obsenration

The Committee observed that;

Stigma makes communities to be discriminative and exclude people with

mental illness from community activities including work and developrnent

activities which they would otherwise engage in, perpetuating povert5r of

families and communities. The vicious cycle of poverty and mental illness has

been well elaborated in low income countries such as Uganda.

Due to stigma, people that need care do not seek medical help because of poor

health seeking behavior, non-identification or inadequate accessibility to

services.

Recommendation

The Commlttee recommends that huentment should;

a) Allocate resources .for moblllzqtlon and sensltlzqtlon of the

communltles on the mental health care serttlces.

b) Work toutards ellmlnatlng dlscrlmlnatlon, deprluatlon and excluslon

of tndtutdual's @ccess to mentql heo,lth faclltttes and sertices,

4.6 HUMAN RESOURCE

The Committee was informed that;

According to \YHO-AIMS Report on Mental Heolth System in Uganda,lfHO and Mlnistry

of Health, Kampala, Uganda, 2006, the total number of human resources working

in mental health facilities is 1.13 per 100,000 persons as at 2005. The

breakdown according to profession is as follows: 0.08 psychiatrists; 0.04 other

medical doctors; 0.78 nurses; 0.01 psychologists; O.01 social workers; 0.01

occupational therapists; and O.2 psychiatric clinical officers; Only 1% of the

medical doctors and 4o/o of the nurses were specialized in psychia
(t
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Currently, the country has at least 30 registered psychiatrists, 225 psychiatric

clinical officers and 2117 psychiatric nurses. Of the Psychiatrists, 8O%o are

based in Kampala. Of the Psychiatric clinical officers about 5Oo/o are based in

the central region , 2OVo in western Uganda and 15%o each in northerr, lrtd
Eastern regions of Uganda. Of the psychiatric nurses, 4Oo/o are registered

nurses while the remaining 600/o are certificate nurses.

Also many nurses are deployed at service points where they are not able and at

times not allowed to offer Mental Health services but instead work as general

nurses.

In the hospitals, there are 0.04 psychiatrists per bed in community based

psychiatric inpatient units. As for nurses, there are 0.16 nurses per bed in

community based psychiatric inpatient units.

Obsenration

The Committee expressed concern over the low staffing levels of mental health

workers required in so as to serve the country more equitably and efficiently

that cannot cop-up with the growing burden of mental health challenges in the

country.

Recommendations

The Commlttee recommends thqt Goaernment should make d.ellberate

efforts to traln and recntlt mental heqlth settlce proulders.

4.7 HDALTH PROMOTION AND DISEASE PREVENTION

The Committee observed that;

a Sensitization on Mental Health issues and disease prevention interve4tions

are the sector to refocus its plans/budgets on

J
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preventive interventions especially community mobilization

empowerment.

l^*

Recommendation

The Commlttee recommends that;

a) Goaernment should adopt q multl-sectorql approach to Cnho;nce

collaborqtlon ulth development partners to undertake Mentql Health

promotlon and dlsease preaentlon lnterttentlons.

b) Messages for behautor change must be redesigned to communlcate ln

d manner that glaes adequate lnfonnatlon to the populqtlon on

health promotlon,

4.8 COMMUNTTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE DELTVERY (CMHSDI

The Committee was informed that to avert the negative situation; '

The Ministry of Health intends to establish, a Community Mental Health

Service Delivery Strategr (CMHSDS) that involves integrating the evidence-base

within existing clinical models. This is commonly used for integration of mental

health treatment and care into the community to reduce dependency on

primary health centers.

The essential components of a comprehensive, integrated model of CMHSs

include: acute and emergency response, community continuing care services,

assertive rehabilitation teams, partnerships with general practitioners at:l

other human services agencies. I

Recommendation

The Commlttee recommends thqt Goaentment shoul/ utork out s
on the lmplementatlon of the Communltg Send,ce

/
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4.9 MENTAL HEALTH AMONG THE CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

The Committee was informed that;

In Uganda the burden of MNS disorders in children and adolescents has been

increased because of the effects of war, exposure to violence including

defilement, povert5r, physical, emotional and sexual abuse, commercial sex and

sex for survival, addiction to substances such as alcohol and cannabis,

infection or being affected by HIV and AIDS and other diseases like malaria

resulting in psychological andf or intellectual handicap, bereavement and

separation.

Others causes include, Epilepsy which is common and it is often complicated

by stigma, and delayed access to treatment. Without treatment it may cause

brain damage and additional accidental injuries.

The Committee further learnt that according to the Child and Adolescent

Mental Health Policy Guidelines, 2Ol7 ;

a) Children and adolescents are vulnerable to certain specific Mental,

Neurological and substance use disorders due to their incomplete physical,

mental and social growth and development

b) In Uganda, demographic data showed that children under 15 years of age

are a significant proportion of Uganda's population, 16,898,000 (49.7o/ol;

and of these 337960, (2o/o) ci:,ildren are living with some form of disability

(uBos, 2ot4, UNICEF, 2Ol4).

c) The Health Management Information Systems (HMIS) indicate low

identification and attendance for treatment of such diseases and epilepsy

with the prevalence at l-2Vo (MoH Reports 2Ol2).

\l
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Obsenration

The Committee observed that;

Child and adolescent Mental Health is a key public health concern

underpinning the wellbeing of the child population, the development to healthy

adults and the prevention of mental illnesses

The consequences of MNS disorders include; reduced ability to participate in

education, relationships and work, both in childhood as well as later in adult

life

Recommendations

The Committee recommends that;
a) Government should put ln place a progresslue legal, poltcg qnd

regulatory frameutork to address cccesslbtlttg and affordabllttg bg

the chlldren and, adolescents to alcohol and dntg reho.bllltatlon
serdces,

4.1OWAYS OF ADMISSION AND TREATMENT FOR PERSONS UIITH
MENTAL HEALTH

The Committee learnt that there are four ways by which a person with mental

illness is taken to a health unit or mental health unit for assessment,

admission and treatment. The four ways are; emergency, voluntarily,

involuntarily or assisted care. Each type has peculiar circumstances under

which a person with mental illness or one who has such signs and symptoms

is admitted, assessed and treated as briefly explained below;

a) Emergency admission
Emergency admission is done by a police officer of or above the rank of

assistant inspector of police, a person in an administrative position such as

political, cultural or civil or a religious leader who either takes or causes a

suspects to have mental illness .or her actions to be

8N./
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taken into his or her custody and later to a mental health unit for assessment,

admission and treatment.

b) Assisted admission and treatment
A person is admitted for assisted admission and treatment, where the person is

taken to a mental health unit by a relative or concerned person and where due

to the illness any delay in admitting may result into death or harm to himself,

another person or property. The patient is incapable of making informed

decision on the need for treatment.

c| Voluntary admission
Voluntary admission is where a person with mental illness who has attained

the apparent age of eighteen years of if below eighteen years his or her parents

or guardian obtains permission to submit him or her voluntarily to a health

unit or a mental health unit to receive treatment voluntarily. Such a person

only receives treatment after giving informed consent to the treatment.

df Involuntary Admissions
Involuntarily admission and treatment is caused on a written request by a
relative who may include; a husband, wife, mother, father, sister or uncle or

any concerned person who reasonably believes that a person with mental

illness is likely to benefit by treatment and care in a mental health unit but is
for the time being incapable of expressing himself/herself as willing or

unwilling to receive treatment. Involuntary examination, admission and

treatment shall only be carried out at a mental health unit.

Obsenration

The Committee observed that;

Since mental illness affects a person's ability to understand, most of the

admissions at health units or mental health units are by emergency or

involuntary admission which often times requires the involvement of the

Police.

Several provi s in the Bill empower the police to effect an admission of a

mental illness who is, not willing to go the

a
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health unit to enter any premises, without a warrant to apprehend the

person for purposes of taking him or her for medical attention.

The bill further empowers the police to refer a person arrested for a criminal
act who is suspected to have mental illness to take the person to a health

unit for assessment.

However, the Bill does not provide for funding of the above activities as well

as the mechanism of training police officers or establishing a unit to
specifically handle persons with mental illness so that the officers are

equipped with the skills and facilities of affecting the apprehension of such

persons without abusing their human rights.

Recommendation

The Commlttee recommends that;

a) Gooernment should fund the Pollce adequatelg ln order to empower lt
effect the apprehenslon of persons wlth mental ttlness ln a humanlg
manner q.nd consequentlg take them to health unlts for assessment

and treqtment.
b) There is need for a dellberate effort bg Gooernment to estq,bllsh

speclallzed unit and accordlnglg, tratn and sklll police officers and
other persons utho are empou)ered bg the btll ln the ad.mlnlstrstlon
ond apprehenslon of persons uttth mental illness for purposes of
taktng them for assessment and treatment so that tt ls done ln
accordance to human rtghts standards.

4.11 STUDY VISIT TO NAIROBI. KENYA

During the consideration of the Mental Health Bill 2014, a delegation from the

Committee under-took a study visit to Nairobi- Kenya from 25ft to 3l"t March,

2018, to bench mark on the best practices in Mental Health service delivery.

The delegation had informative interactions with several stakeholders including

issues of Mental Health and Mental Health trea

I
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The information received greatly guided the Committee during processing of the

BiIl.

The delegation was informed that the Kenya Mental Health Policy 2015-2030 is

a commitment to pursuing policy measures and strategies for achieving

optimal health status and capacity of each individual. The goal of this policy is

to attain the highest standard of mental health. This policy recognizes that it is
the responsibility of every person in the public and private sector to ensure the

goal is attained.

The Mental health policy interventions are broad and cut across other sectors,

and consequently, this calls for a multi-disciplinary and inter-sectoral

approach in the implementation of the policy.

Lessons learnt

The delegation noted that,

a The policy was developed through a consultative process involving the

public, private and non-state actors under the stewardship of the Ministry
of Health.

Best practices in the Management and governance of Mental Health service

delivery can be achieved through the promotion of global governance which
refers to the implementation of policies and practices that promotes

equitable health systems as defined by the World Health Organization

(wHo).

The concept of governance in mental health includes standards of quality

and attention centered on the patient, and incorporates the consumers of

a

a srl
mental healthcare in the decision-making process
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Recommendation

The Commlttee recommends that;

hoernment should adopt World Heo.lth Organlzation (WHO) best
practices ln the Management and gouernance of Mental Health
send,ce deltvery bg ensurlng global practlces that promote equltable

health goaernance systems through poltcles and as deJined bg WHO.

Gouernment should lmproae the qualltg of sewlce and ensure respect

of human rtghts ln mental health unlts and soclal care foctltttes Gtrt

are proulded ln the WHO Qualttg Rtghts tool ktt and Checkltst for
Eaaluqtlng a Mental Health Plqn.

4.I2 TREATMENT OPTIONS

Many of the stake holders that appeared before the Committee expressed

reservations on clauses 11 and 12 of the Bill. The clauses provide for the

treatment options for persons with mental illness.

af Clause 11 provides for Electroconvulsive therapy. Electroconvulsive

therapy (ECT) is a defined as a procedure, done under general anesthesia, in
which small electric currents are passed through the brain, intentionally

triggering a brief seizure. ECT seems to cause changes in brain chemistry

that can quickly reverse symptoms of certain mental illnesses. It is also

defined as referred to as shock treatment, for psychiatric illness in which

seizures are electrically induced in patients to provide relief from mental

disorders.

ECT often works when other treatments are unsuccessful and when the full

course of treatment is completed. The committee was informed that EpT is

ent option which ought not to be included in

)

bill
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because it is given without anesthesia hence leading to memory loss,

fractured bones and other serious side effects.

Committee obsenration

The Committee observed that much of the stigma attached to ECT is based on

early treatments in which high doses of electricity were administered without

anesthesia, leading to memory loss, fractured bones and other serious side

effects.

During the study visit to Nairobi, Kenya, the Committee learnt that ECT is

much safer today and is still in use even in the developed Countries. The

Committee noted that although ECT still causes some side effects, it is given

under anesthesia and uses electric currents given in a controlled setting to
achieve the most benefit with the fewest possible risks.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that;

DCT ts a vtqble method thqt should not be deleted from the blll;
lnstead checks and balqnces should. be put ln place to cater for
possible abuse and mlsuse of the treatment optlon, Such meq.sures

lnclude ensurlng that lt should onlg be recommended for use bg a
htghlg trained and experlenced psgchlatrlst ln case of lnaoluntary
admlsslon and for uoluntary admlsslon lnfortned consent should be

glaen,

A deterrent fine and sentence to be glven to a person utho perJbrm,s

o

a

ECT contrary to the lqut ln order to deter would be offenders.
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o The head note 3'treatntent for lnuoluntary pattentsu appearlng betore

clause 7 7 should be deleted and substttuted utth iT?eatment optlons',
since the treatments are not onlg for lntnluntary patlents.

bf Clause L2 provides for seclusion of patients: This is where a patient is
placed alone in an isolated room for some time under observation.

Many stake holders expressed reservation towards the use of seclusion in the

mental hospitals in Uganda; they informed the Committee that the current

rooms used for seclusion in Uganda especially at Butabika National Referral

and Teaching Mental Hospital are not up to standard. They informed the

Committee that the rooms are cold, unpadded, and dark with no toilet facilities

and minimal observance by medical practitioners for patients put under
seclusion as required by the WHO guidelines.

The Committee noted that;

a) Seclusion should be in a room or area designed for that purpose and in a
safe environment that fulfill the standard minimum conditions which

include:

(i) adequate light, heat and ventilation;

(ii) means to easily observe the patient that also allows the patient to see

the head and shoulders of the observer;

(iii) means for a secluded patient to call for attention;

(iv) fittings recessed to avoid potential for harm; and

(v) Furnishings (other than bedding) that are fixed to avoid the potential

for harm.

b) Seclusion should only be authorized under c n conditions fo

s
I
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(i) the control of harmful behavior occurring during the course of a
psychiatric illness that cannot be adequately controlled with

psychological techniques andf or medication;

(ii) disturbance of behavior as a result of marked agitation, thought

disorder, hyperactivity or grossly impaired judgment;

(iii) to reduce the disruptive effects of external stimuli in a person who is

highly aroused due to their illness; and

(iv)to prevent harmful or destructive behavior, using specific indicators of

impending disturbance which may be identified by either the individual

or the staff, and which should wherever possible be part of an agreed

management plan.

c) There should be regular (time) intervals under which a person under

seclusion should be monitored by the Medical Practitioners.

Recommendations

The Commlttee recommends that:

Sectusion is q treqtment optlon tlut cannot be deq.lt quctg wtth;
houteuer cs the WHO guldellnes clearlg state, gouernment should

ensure that the rooms for secluston sattsfg the standard requlred ln
order to ensure safetg of the patlents.

Seclusion should onlg be glaen as q. last resora, under the prescrlbed

clrcumstqnces and bg recommend.qtlon of a psgchtatrtst.

Budgetary allocatlons should be speclflcallg made toutard.s fundtng
the current Nqtlonal Referrq,l Mental Hospltql - Butablka and other
mental health unlts wtth sectuslon roofits or send,ces to upgrade the

secluslon rootts to a standard that ls requlred for such q, purpose.

A deterrent fine and sentence should be put ln place for a person who

keeps q. person ln secluslon contrary

a

o
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would be offenders.
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pRoposED AMENDMENTS TO THE MENTAL HEALTH BILL, 2OL4

The Commlttee therefore recommends that;

The Bill entitled Mental Health Bill be passed into law subject to the following
proposed amendments;

AMENDMENTS TO THE MENTAL HEALTH BILL, 2OI4

1. Clause 2. Interpretation.

Clause 2 is amended by;

(i) Inserting the definition of the word "assisted treatment and careu

immediately before the definition of the word 'Board' to read as follows;

"assisted treatment and core means the prouision of health interuentions
to people incapable of making informed decisions due to their mental heolth
status especiallg duing episodes of mental illness";

(ii) Inserting the definition of the word "community mental health services"
immediately after the definition of the word 'bodily restraint' to read as
follows;

"community mental health services refer to a system of care in which the
community of a person with mental illness, not a health unit or mental
health unit, is the primary provider of care for the person with a mental
illness";

(iii) Inserting the definition of the word "court" immediately after the definition
of the word 'concerned person' to read as follows;

"courto means a court with competent juisdiction ,

iu/ Inserting the definition of the word "mental capacit5/' immediately after the
definition of the word 'medical practitioner' to read as follows;

(mental capacltg means the independent and informed cognitiue abilitg to
understand the nature and effects of one's decisions and actions";

qr
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(iv) Substituting the definition of the word "mental illness" with the
following;

umental lllness means a diagnosis o/ a mental health condition in terms of
accepted diagnostic criteria made bA a mental health practitioner or medical
practitioner authorized to make such diagnosis, mental health conditions
include but are not are limited to depression, bipolar, anxietg disorders,
schizophrenia and addictiue behauior due to alcohol/ substance abuse among
others";

(v) Deleting the definition of the word "mental disorder"

(vi)lnserting the definition of the word "mental health services" immediately
after the definition of the word 'medical health practitioner' to read as
follows;

umentq.l health sewlces refers to assessment, diagnosis, treatment, care
counseling or aduice giuen to an indiuidual or group of indiuiduals with mental
illness or disorders";

(vii) Inserting the definition of the word "mental health service user'
immediately after the definition of the word 'mental health services' to
read as follows;

"mental heqlth sertl,ce user refers to anA person receiuing either

continuous or non-continuous mental health care and treatment seruices from
a health unit, mental health unit or community aimed at enhancing his or lrcr

mental health sfafus regardless of age, gender, social or economic standing";

(uiii) substituting the definition of the word "primary health center" with
the following;

oprlmary health CentreD means a gouernment pimary health centre II,
III or IV or equiualent healthunit in the priuate sector";

(ix) Inserting the definition of the word "treatment and care' immedlately
after the definition of the 'senior mental health practitioner'to read
as follows;
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"treqtment qnd care" means tlrc prouision of interuentions whether medical or
otherwise to a person with mental illness".

Justification
For clarity and to enhance understanding and of the words used in the bill

2. Clause 3. Object of the Act

Clause 3 is amended

(x) by deleting in paragraph (c) the word "uoluntarilg".

Justification
To provide for access to mental health care services whether voluntarily,
involuntarily or under emergency care.

(ii) by inserting a new sub-clause to read as follows;

"ensttre that communitg mental health seruices are integrated in tlrc treatment
and care of persons utith mental illness."

Justification
To offer a holistic approach to the treatment of mental illness

3. Insert a new clause immediately after clause 3 to read as follows;

Clause 4: District Mental Health Focal Person.

"(1) The Chief Administrative Officer of every district shall appoint from among
district staff a district mental health focal person who shall work under the
supervision of the District Health officer.

(2) The district mental health focal person shall have knowledge or experience
in the field of medicine, social work or human rights.

(3) The district mental health focal person shall co-ordinate the mental hpalth
unity ntal health services inservices and co

M-
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(4) The district mental health focal person may receive such facilitation as is
necessary to facilitate co-ordination.
Justification
To ensure that mental health services are delivered to the people in their
communities.

4. Clause 5. Treatment and care of out-patients at primary health centera.

Clause 5 is amended -

(i) by substituting sub-clause (1) with the following;

"(1) A primary healtlt centre shall prouide treatment for mental illness to all
patients taken to the healthfacility for treatment or care."

Justification

To avail treatment and care to all patients taken to health facilities without
discrimination as to whether the patient is resident in that area or not, this will
cater for majority patients with mental illness who do not have health facilities
in their areas.

(ii) by inserting in sub-clause (2) the word "informed" immediately after the
word'gives';

Justification
To ensure that the consent given by the patient is informed and therefore the
patient understands the consequences of his or her choices.

(iii) by inserting a new sub-clause immediately after sub-clause (2) to read
as follows;

"A patient who is willing to receiue treatment and care under this part, but
is not in position to giue informed consent bg him/ her self, shall be
entitled to assisted care and treatment in accordance with this Act"

Justification

To allow patients who desire for treatment and care but are incapable of vlng
informed consent due to their prevailing mental status at the time

treatment and care.

(.1
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(iv) by substituting sub-clause (7) with the following;

"(7) The treatment and care administered under tltis section shall be appropriate
for the person with mental illness."

Justification

The words "and shall have scientific evidence of safety and effectiveness" seems
redundant since treatment is expected to have scientific evidence of safety.

(v) in sub-clause (10)-

(a) by inserting the word "or tortures" immediately after the word 'ill-
treats'

Justification

To protect persons with mental illness from torture.

(b) bV substituting the word "thirt5/ with "one hundred elghtgu and the
utord'ftfi,een' with "elghteen" .

Justification

To deter would be offenders by providing for a stringent fine and sentence.

5. Clause 6. Admission, treatment and care at primary health centres.

Clause 6 is amended by substituting sub-clause (1) with the followi.g-;

"(1) Subject to subsection (2), a person with mental illness shall be
admitted at a primary health centre within his or ter reach."

Justification

To give allowance to patients to be admitted at a primary health centre which
they can easily access

6. Clause 7. Emergency admission and treatment

Clause 7 is amended -
)k

(i) by substituting sub clause (6) with the following; zt-

N
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"(6) A person who is admitted under subsection (4) and (5) shall be assessed
within twelue hours and the emergencA treatment shall be for a period of not
more tlwn seuenty two hours after assessment."

Justification

To protect the rights of persons with mental health so as to be assessed as
soon as possible

(ii) by inserting a new sub-clause (10) immediately after sub clause (9) to
read;

"(10) The mental health practitioner or medical practitioner shall where possible
obtain consent for emergencA treatment for competent patients and where
consent cannot be obtained, the mental Lealth practitioner or medical practitioner
slwll prouide medical treatment that is in the patient's best interest to saue life or
preuent the deterioration of the patient's health."

Justification

To ensure that treatment given is accepted by the patient or is in the best
interest of the patient as the case may be.

(iii) by inserting a new sub-clause immediately before sub-clause (10) to
read;

"(11) A police officer or anA otlrcr person shall uthere there is a person with
mental illness who is discharged but has nowhere to go or is cruellg treated or
neglected bA a person hauing charge ouer him / her immediatelg report that fact
to the Distict Communitg Deuelopment officer."

(iv) by inserting a new sub-clause immediately before sub-clause (10) to
read;

"The District Communitg Deuelopment officer maA, after receiuing the report,
cause a social assessment to be conducted and work with auailable mental
health facilities to improue social support structures for the person with mental
illness."

Justification

To cater for a person with mental illness who receives mental health
and care but has nowhere to go

29
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7. Clause 9- Involuntary admission and treatment

Clause 9 is amended -

(i) by substituting the head note with the following;

" Inuoluntary admission and treatment"

Justification

To cater for involuntary treatment.

(ii) by substituting clause 9 with the following;

"(1) A person with mental illness and prima facie requires treatment and care

from a mental health unit but is for the time being incapable of expressing
himself/herself to receiue treatment, mag on a witten request under this section,
be receiued in a mental lwalth unit as an inuoluntary patient for treatment and
care.tt

(2) Inuoluntary examination, admission and treatment shall onlg be carried out at
a mental healthunit.

(3) The request under subsection (1) (a) shall be in witing, addressed to tle
officer in charge of the mental health unit uhere the admission, treatment and
care is being sought and shall-

(a) be made by the by a relatiue of the person to whom it relates; or

(b) if there is no relatiue auailable or uitling to make a request, by a concerned
person ulrc shall state in ltis/ her application the reason why it is not
made as prouided in paragra"ph (a), the connection of tlrc requestor with
the person to whom the request relates and the ciranmstances in which tle
request is made.

(c) if the requesfor is not a relatiue, uhat steps were taken to locate tle
relatiues in order to determine their inability to make the request;

(d) set out the grounds on which the requestor belieues that admission,
treatment and care are required; and

(e) state the date, time and place where the person u)as last seen bg the
requestor before making the request.

\t
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ft) An application referred to in subsection (1) mag be withdrawn any time
before a decision is taken.'

(5) On receipt of the request, the officer in charge of the mental health unit to
whom the request is addressed, shall within three days make a utritten
response, specifying tle procedures to be followed for the examination,
admission and treatment and thereafter shall cause the person to be brought
to the mental health unit for examination.

@) fhe officer in charge shall approue the request onlg if it salisfes tlw
conditions for inuoluntary admission and shall, in writing inform the
applicant whether the person should be admitted for inuoluntary treatment
and care or not.

(7) An examination under this section shall be carried out as soon as practicable
bg two mental health practitioners, one of who should be a psgchiatist or
where a psychiatnsl is not auailable, a senior mental health practitioner.

(8) On completion of the examination, the mental health practitioners shall
submit to the officer in charge their wntten findings on uhether the person
has mental illness and qualifies under subsection (1) to be admitted as an
inuoluntary patient.

(9) Where the officer in charge a.pproues inuoluntary treatment and care, he or
she shall-

(a) uithin forta eight hours after approual cause the person to be admitted to
the mental Lealth unit for treatment;

(bl with the conanrrence of ang other mental health unit utith the appropriate
facilities, refer the person to that mental healthunit."

(10) Where a person examined under this section can be treated at a primary
health centre, a senior mental health practitioner shall issue a community
treatment order, in respect of that person.

(11) A person shall only be admitted as an inuoluntary patient wherc
inuoluntary admission fs the only means by which that person ma! be
prouided with care, treatment and rehabilitation that will beneftt him or hbr

(12) Inuoluntary admission shall be for a period of not more than three months,
unless the Board aut ertension of the period.

V^
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(13) An inuoluntary patient may be discharges at anA time as maA be
determined appropiate by the mental health practitioner who attended to the
patient.

(14) A person who uillfully assists a person with mental illness-

(a) Who is being conueged to or from a mental health unit for; or
inuoluntary examination, admission and treatment, to escape

Commits an offence and is liable on conuiction to a fine not exceeding one
hundred twentg cut'rencA points or to impisonment for a term not exceeding six
montls, or botlt.

Justification

To provide for a clear procedure to be followed for voluntary examination,
admission and treatment.

8. Substitute the sub-title immediately after clause 10 with the following;

" Special Treatment options" .

Justification

The treatments provided in clauses 11 and 12 are treatment options given to
patients admitted under the different types of admission as long as the mental
health practitioner deems the treatment to be in the best interest of the patient.

f . insert a new clause immediately after the sub-title to read as follows;

"(1) The special treatment options such as electrocorurulsiue therapg, seclusion,
psgchosurgery and bodily restraint shall be prouided onlg after exhaustion of all
other treatment options. "

"(2) These procedures shall be applied under the authorization and superuision
of a psychiatist.

Justification

To eliminate possible abuse of the special treatment options.

10. Clause 11: Electroconrnrlsive therapy.

Clause 11 is amended in sub-clause (5) bV deleting the word 'thirt5r' appearing
immediately after exceeding and substituting the word 'one hundred
and for the words 'fifteen months'the word 'eighteen months'.

(
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Justification

To ensure safety of the patients by giving a deterrent sentence

I 1. Clause 12. Seclusion

Clause 12 is amended-

(i) by substituting sub-clause (5) with the following-

"A patient shall not be kept in seclusion consecutiuelg for more than twentg four
hours."

Justification

To protect the patient from negligent behavior of the medical practitioners.

(ii) by substituting in sub-clause (8) the words "thirty'' appearing
immediately after exceeding with the words "one hundred eighty" and
for the word 'fifteen'with the word "eighteen".

Justification

To ensure safety of the patients by giving a deterrent sentence

Note:

Transfer clauses LL, 12, 13 and 14 of the bill and place them immediately
before part III for sequential flow of the Bill.

12. Clause 16. Absence without leave.

Clause 16 is amended by substituting the last three lines with the following;

'........commits an offence and is tiable on conuiction to a fine not exceedinp
hundred twenty eurencA points or to impisonment for a term not exceedi4g
months, or both'.

one
srx

Justilication

To deter possible offenderp assisting patients to esca receive \
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13. Clause 17. Stalf of mental health unit permitting escape of patient'

Clause 17 (5) is amended by substituting for the word 'thirty'immediately after

exceeding with the word "one hundred eighQy'''

Justification.

To deter staff of mental health units from abusing their authority by conniving

to permit a patient leave the mental health unit without following the proper

procedures.

14. Clause 18. Voluntary admission and treatment

Clause 18 is amended by substituting the clause with the following;

"(1) A person utith mental illness uho has attained the apparent age of eighteen

Aears, and submits uoluntarilg to a health unit or a mental health shall be

receiued" or ad.mitted. as a uoluntary patient bg that health unit or mental unit,

and is entitled to uoluntary treatment."

(2) A person uith mental iltness who has not attained the apparent age of
eighteen Aears and whose parent or guardian by application desires to submit

him or her for treatment to a health unit or a mental health unit, shpll be receiued

or admitted" as a uoluntary patient bg that health unit or mental lleatth unit and

is entitled to uoluntary treatment.

(3) The apptication mentioned under subsection (2) may be uerbal or utritten.

(3) A person receiued as a uoluntary patient under this sectioh mag leaue the

health unit or mental health uni| upon giuing the person in charge seuentg two

hours' notice of his intention to leaue and if he or she is a person who ltas not

attained the apparent age of eighteen Aears, upon such notice being giuen by his
parent or guardian, and the release shall be at the discretiofi. of the person in
charge of the healthunit or mental lrcalthunit.

(4) A uoluntary patient shall.onla receiue after giuing informed consent
to the treatment."

I
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15. Clause 36. Respect, human dignity and privacy.

Clause 36 is amended -

(i) by inserting immediately after sub clause (1) the following new sub
clauses, to read;

"(2) Subject to such limitations as are prescibed ba lana, a person with mental
illness shall not be subjected to any form of torfire or cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment. "

Justification.
To protect persons with mental illness from abuse and ill-treatment.

"(3) Subject to such limitations as are prescibed bU law, a person with mental
illness has the ight to protection from phgsical, economic, social, sental and
other forms of exploitation and abuse."

Justification.
To ensure the protection of the mentioned rights of persons with mental

illness.

16. Clause 37. Non-discrimination of persons with mental illness

Clause 37 is amended -

(i) by deleting in the headnote the word 'prohibited'appearing at the end;

(ii) by substituting in sub clause (2) for the word 'similar' the word
"equitable";

Justification

For clarity

(iii) by inserting immediately after sub clause (41 a new sub-clagse to
read;

"Appropiate action uruder subsection (4) shall be in accordance with the
emplogment lanas and ot lpws of Uganda.

(
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To ensure fair treatment to persons with mental health and protection of their
employment.

17. Clause 38: Exploitation and abuse.

Clause 38 (2) is amended by substituting the sub-clause with the following;

"(2) An employee of a mental health unit who contrauenes thfs sectlon commits
an offence and is liable on conuiction to a fine not exceedtng one hundred o;nd
tutentg currencA points or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding stx months,
or botlt."

Justification
To ensure that the rights stated in the clause are granted to the patients by
putting a deterrent sentence to whoever contravenes the provision.

18. Clause 39. Determination of mental health status.

Clause 39 is amended -

(i) by deleting in sub-clause (2) the word 'another'appearing on the last
line.

Justification
For grammatical correction.

(ii) by substituting in sub-clause (5) the last three lines with the
following;

"A person, who carries out a determination of the mental health status of a
person contrary to this section, commits an offence and is liable on conuiction to a
fine not exceeding one hundred twenty anrcencg points or to imprisonmentlfor a
term not exceeding six months, or botlt."

Justification
The deterrent sentence protects the rights of persons with mental health from

\f
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19. Clause 44. Capacity and competence

Clause 44 is amended-

(i) by inserting a new sub-clause immediately before sub-clause (1) to
read as follows;

"A person with mental illness has the ight to enjoy legal capacitg on
equal basis with others in all aspects of ltfe."

Justification
Persons with mental health are human beings in all aspects and so deserve to
enjoy all legal rights accorded to humans.

(ii) by substituting in sub-clause (3) the words 'do not agree' the words
"have differing opinion".

Justification
For clarity purposes

(iii) by substituting sub-clause (5) with the following;

"The assessment made under this section shall be restricted to eualuating the
capacity of a person with mental illness to determine tlrc abilitg of managing his
or her owrt affairs."

Justification
To augment the right of a person with mental illness to manage his or her
affairs.

20. Clause 45. Right to appoint personal representative

Clause 45 is amended by inserting a new sub-clause, immediately after lsub-
clause (2) to read;

"The personal representatiue under sub section (1) maA be a ,a
concemed person, mental heatth practitioner or a lawger appointed through
aduance directiue when the
appointment."

to make
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Justification
To clearly state the category of persons who can be appointed as personal
representative in order to avoid abuse by persons alleging to have been
appointed whereas not.

2I. Clause 46. Appointment of personal representative by court.

Amend clause 46 -

(i) by substituting sub-clause (5) with the following;

"The personal representatiue or publlc trustee shall act in the best interest of
the person with mental illness, to the extent determined bg court to-

Justification.
To provide for a situation where the Public Trustee is managing the estate of a
person with mental illness.

(it) by substituting sub-clause (6) with the following;

"Where, upon reuiew, a person with mental illness is found capable of
managing his or her affairs, the court shall reuoke the order made to the
personal representatiue or htblic Trustee."

Justification.
For clarity and to provide for a situation when the Public Trustee is the

manager and the order is revoked by court when the person recovers and has

the ability to manage his or her own affairs.

22. Power to order transfer of property of person with mental illnest
residing out of Uganda.

Part IV is amended by immediately after clause 48 inserting a new clause (o
read;

"Where anA mouable or immouable propertg is in the name of or uested. i) ong
person resid.ing out of Ugand.a, the Board. or court maA, upon being satisfied that
such person is with mental illness and that a personal representatiue or htblic

for or her estate according to the lau of

(t
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place where he or she is residing, order a fit person to pag, delit)er or transfer th.e

propertg, or anA part of it, to t?rc name of tlrc personal representatiue or Public
trustee so appointed, as the court may thinkftt."

Justification

To provide for a situation where a person with mental illness owns property
outside Uganda.

23. Clause 52. Periodic reviews of mental health status of prisoners with
mental illness.

Clause 52 (1) is amended by substituting for the word 'once'the word 'twice".

Justification
To ensure safety and availability of medical care and treatment to a prisoner
with mental illness.

24. Clause 53. Recovery of prisoner with mental illness.
Clause 53 is amended -

(i) in the headnote by substituting for the word 'mentally' the word
"mentalt'.

Justification
For grammatical correction

(ii) in paragraph (c) by substituting for the word 'magistrate' the word
ttcourtt'.

Justification
For consistency with other provisions within the bill.

25. Clause 55. Expiry of term of imprisonment of prisoner with mpnfal
illness.

---*
Cla 55 ded -
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(i) by inserting in sub-clause (2) the word 'to' immediately after the word
prisoner.

(ii) by substituting in sub-clause (3) for the word 'for'the word 'from'

Justification
For grammatical correction

26. Clause 56. Duties of local authorities.

Clause 56 (1) is amended by substituting for the word 'do'appearing on the
second last line the word 'does'.

Justification
For grammatical correction

Clause 58. Composition of the Board.

Clause 58 is amended -

(a) by substituting in suFclause (1) for the word 'ten' the word 'six' so

that it reads;

Justification

A smaller board is more efficient and easier to manage financially

(b) by substituting sub-clause (3) with the following;

"(3)The members shall include-

(a) The Chairperson

(b) The Director General of medical seruices or his or her representatiuq;

(c) a consultant psychiatrist;

(d) a police officer at the rank of Commissioner of Police

(e) a mental health seruice user nominated ba the recognized an duly
for mental health seruice users,'

Y'-

registered Association
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ff) a representatiue from the Ministry of Gender, Labor and Social
Deuelopment;

(g) A lawyer specialized in Ltuman rights aduocacy, nominated by Uganda
Law society; and

Justification.

To ensure relevancy of the members to the Board through their experience

(c) by substituting sub clause (a) with the following;

"The national mental health coordinator shall be an ex-officio member and
secretary of tLe Board."

(d)by substituting sub clause (5) with the following

"(5) The chairperson and members referred to in subsection (3) (c) and (e)

shall be appointed by the Minister who shall, in making the appointments,
take into consideration the principle of eEtal opportunity and gender."

Justification

To ensure gender and equity in making the appointments.

(e) by substituting sub clause (6) with the following;

"The member referred to in subsection (3) (c) shall be nominated by the

Minister for Internal Affairs."

Justification

The Minister for Internal Affairs supervises Police.

27. Clause 59. Tenure of Board

Clause 59 is amended by substituting in sub-clause (1) with the following;

"(1) The chairperson and members of the Board except those in subsection [,, (b)

and. subsection (4) shall hold office for four Aears and are eligible for re-

tment for one further term." s C
I
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Justification

For clarity as to the term of office of the different Members of the Board

Note:

Transfer part VI of the Bill to part II for sequential flow of the Bill.
Renumber the parts accordingly.

28. Clause 73. Powers of the Minister to make regulations

Clause 73 (1) is amended -

(i) by inserting a new paragraph immediately after paragraph (a) to read;

"To designate and appoint mental health units and hospitals;

(ii) by inserting a new paragraph immediately after paragraph (d) to read;

"Prescribing the procedure for treatment of women, children and gouttts with
mental illness."

Justification

Adolescents and youth constitute the majority of the population and so need to
clearly be catered for in addition to the other special categories of persons who
need special care at the mental health units.

(iii) by inserting a new paragraph immediately before paragraph (e) to
read;

"Prescribing the procedure for integration of community mental health services
and psychosocial support in treating and caring for persons with mental illness."

Justification

To implement government's desired policy of integrating community based core
in treatment of patients.

29. Clause 74: Repeal

Clause 74 is amended by substituting the clause with the

,t

The laws are repealed-
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(a) Mental Treatment Act, Cap 279

(b) Administration of Estates of persons of unsound mind Act, Cap 155

Justification

The procedure of dealing with the estate of persons of unsound mind has been
incorporated in the bill.

30. Clause 75. Saving provisions.

Clause 75 is amended substituting the clause with the following;

(1) The prouisions of this Act and any regulations made under it shall apply to
a person receiued or admitted to a mental health facility or othenlise dealt
uith under the Mental Treatment Act, Cap 279 as if that person were
admitted or dealt uithunder this Act.

(2) A building appointed by the Minister as a mental hospital under the Mental
Treatment Act, Cap 279 shall be deemed to be mental lrcalth unit under
this Act.

(3) Mouable and immouable properties in use bg mental healthfacilities under
the Mental Treatment Act, Cap 279 shall on the commencement of this Act
be considered properties under this AcL

ft) Staff of mental health facilities under the Mental Treatment Act, Cap 279
shall, on the commencement of this act, be considered to be staff of mental
health units or health units created under this Act.

(5) Ang action taken or doanment executed under the Administration of
Estates of persons of unsound mind Act, Cap 155 and which is subsigting
at the date of commencement of this Act is deemed to be an action
under this Act."

tqken

Justification

To protect property, staff, action or documents executed under the Mehtal
Treatment Act and Administration of Estates of persons of unsound mind Act
since they are repealed by this Act

r
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